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INTRODUCTION

The “Proposal of Innovative models for designing territorial tourism offer through outdoor sport”

is a product of the training experience of the new “Sport and Tourism outdoor Manager”, the

innovative professional profile created in the EN ROUTE project framework. Among new skills

expected for this qualification, the ability to define and manage project proposals in the sport

and tourism field is the main one. This evolution includes the proactive attitude to establish

strategic networks as well and the application of long-lasting and systematic strategies to

innovation and territorial development through a good level of creativity.

In the following session all project works designed by new “Sport and Tourism outdoor

Manager” from different EU countries (Italy, Spain, The Netherlands, Romania, North

Macedonia) are introduced with their territorial peculiarities. These models are presented here

with an additional level of definition, thanks to the network that support the first project idea (the

learners, the trainers, the territorial stakeholders).

To meet the need for feasibility, this networks as a new “Innovation Lab” answered the following

questions: how can a Project become a Business Model? What are the elements for its

innovation, scalability and replicability? What role should the sport manager play in any specific

proposal?

Thus, each project sheet is presented following these descriptive fields:

- Project works summary

- Business Model and Scalability

- The role of the new “Sport and Tourism Outdoor Manager”

- Territorial Network to support innovation

- The innovation factors

- Keywords to facilitate thematic research in a specific field



01 ITALY

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

VIRGILIO

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

In consideration of the difficulties concerning the management of the limitations that chronic

diseases bring when planning a trip, and given the lack of touristic initiatives including

population with chronic diseases, there is a clear need to offer a service which encourages

patients to undertake active trips. Travelling could offer a moment of leisure and relaxation, and

physical activity is important also for mental health and mood. To offer an all-round experience

for the person and the family, adapted to the pathology, which promotes well-being in all

shades, from physical activity to nutrition, the travel proposal will also include all forms of culture

and tourism: gastronomic, artistic, historical, landscapes and well-being.

The project “Virgilio” in detail aims at increasing levels of physical activity, thus general health

status and quality of life in people with arthritis and fibromyalgia and their followers, by

proposing and planning sport experiences in the context of Padua (Veneto, Italy) and

surroundings.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

“Virgilio” project is to organize active / sporting holidays for segments of tourists suffering from

specific chronic diseases.

The creation of active experiences is specifically designed for the person and the family, by

using natural and cultural resources of the territory. The sport vacation solution is built according

to exercise guidelines and daily physical activity recommendation for the pathologies.

“Virgilio” is a pilot project firstly tested on people suffering from arthritis and fibromyalgia.

The format of the business model can be then extended by introducing active and sporting

vacation solutions for people suffering from other peculiars chronic diseases.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In “Virgilio” context the Sport and Tourism Outdoor Manager assumes the role of Travel Coach

specialized in active vacation for people suffering from chronic diseases.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The project needs the support of a territorial network built upon a tourism agreement between

leisure structures - such as spa or fitness centers and associations, hotels, restaurants,

farmhouses - and cultural sites.

Particularly, the alliance with thermal sector is strategic because it is demonstrated that thermal

treatments bring important benefits to specific chronic diseases.



01 ITALY

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

VIRGILIO

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

This project launches a new professional profile. The figure of the Travel Coach exists, but on

the market there is no organization specialized in active and sporting vacation for people

suffering from chronic diseases.

PROCESS

This project suggests a new positioning for spa and thermal tourism. It is not about the

traditional medical tourism related to people travelling in order to get medical therapies for their

healthcare (prevention and treatment). It is a new form of sport & wellness tourism offer

dedicated to a growing number of tourism segments affected by specific pathologies.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

This projects opens the doors to active vacation and sport tourism also for categories of tourists 

with special needs relating to health.

KEY-WORDS

01 sport & wellness 

02 thermal tourism

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

07 rural tourism

11 bike tour/biking

26 fitness activities

38 chronic diseases



02 ITALY

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

RUR-ACTIVITY

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

“Rur-activity” is an active holidays project localized in the Venetian hinterland. The element

connecting Venice to the hinterland is water, which is declined into rivers, artificial channels,

wetlands, rivers deltas and the part of lagoon within Venice and Chioggia.

This project consists in designing territorial tourism experiences integrated between river,

lagoon and sea navigation and new generation sports, in combination with the existing territorial

products. Revolving around green mobility through rural places, the objective is to develop the

authentic experiential tourism of "meeting the locals" - the custodians of the intangible heritage

and know-how - including the recovery of the lost social and human relationship space and the

interest on food, which are the main travel motivations of young people.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

“Rur-activity” project is to organize active / sporting activity for the segment represented by

young travelers and millennials, who care about sustainability, are willing to experience

unknown situations and love to make rural activities.

The model of this business can thus be then extended to other territories which are not typically

tourism destinations, which are neglected or which are satellites of other most popular

destinations (in this case, Venice).

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In “Rur-activity” context the Sport and Tourism Outdoor Manager plays multiple roles by

planning combined forms of green mobility

• designing the local experiences (sport and local culture)

• acting real time as tour leader

• acting as fitness assistant.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The project needs the entire support of the territories involved. The network to be built

absolutely concerns tourism structures and enterprises; anyway, in a slow tourism perspective,

the quality of the net and the enlargement of the partnership also to local subjects that

apparently have nothing to do with tourism are two fundamental actions.

Particularly, the alliance with people active in the territory, with inhabitants holding knowledges

and know-how is strategic to transfer the genius loci in the sport and tourism offer complying

the concept of “meeting the locals”.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

RUR-ACTIVITY

INNOVATION FACTORS

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

This project start from the idea to increase green mobility both as combination of eco-transfer

practices (navigation – cycling – walking) and as leisure activity (i.e. paddle) during vacation.

NETWORKING

This project foresees a great synergy building process involving territorial stakeholders: tourism

businesses, local producers, associations, professionals, local administration bodies…

KEY-WORDS

01 sport & wellness 

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

07 rural tourism

08 food tourism

09 e-mobility (i.e. e-bike, e-scootering)

10 slow tourism

11 bike tour/biking

16 wine tourism

17 river navigation

18 meet locals

19 history and legend tourism

20 paddle SUP practice

21 skate boarding

22 canoeing

23 fishing

26 fitness activities

28 leisure tourism

29 sailing

41 water sports



03 ITALY

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

THE CASTLES ROUTE 

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

In Italy, to be more precise in the land of Venice, there is a territory between the provinces of

Belluno and Treviso whose landscape, environmental and heritage resources are considerable.

Millions of people to reach Dolomites cross this territory, but it results quite unknown to them. In

the area of Treviso and Belluno (and of the close cities of Vicenza and Padua), the main cycling

manufacturers are located with the related industries, the bike is the most is the most practiced

sport and there is a quite developed net of cycling routes.

Since in this territory there is not an effective offer of bike experiences linked to the heritage, this

project, supported by the territorial partners UISP association and by the TCI Touring Club

Italiano for heritage promotion, aims at:

 designing bike experiences in the territory called Valbelluna, around the Piave river, by

connecting all the local castles and the ancient palaces

 establishing a cycle tourism offer along the Piave river, from the Dolomites to Venice linking

all the local castles and the ancient palaces: in a few words, creating a new Castles Route.

The focus-target of this project are:

• families with kids

• young couples.

The scopes are to respond to their increasing need of open-air activities and increase the sport

culture in youth people.

In this view and on the basis of the belief that sport practice should be an opportunity for all, the

idea of bike-surfing system seems to be a winning strategy to engage people and bring them

closed to active vacation.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

This is a brand building process to differentiate the bike tourism, by matching specific segments 

and the vocation of the territory. The outputs may consist of specialized and not generalist 

tourism products.

The cycling experience for enhancing local heritage and the bike-surfing practice can be 

extended to other territories where UISP association operates (more than 140 local associations 

over all the Italian territory).

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In this context the Sport and Tourism Outdoor Manager plays a dual role by:

• planning the itineraries and designs the tourism experience

• acting real time as tour leader.. 

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The project starts from the alliance between the sport association and cultural sites. According

to the itineraries and the experiences, it will be necessary to the engage tourism

accommodation sectors and local businesses.

Municipalities and tourism boards shall be involved for welcoming the travellers and for

promoting this new territorial and tourism product.

Furthermore, the bike-surfing service will organized in collaboration with the local seats of the

sport association UISP (http://www.uisp.it) and local business.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

THE CASTLES ROUTE 

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

In the designated territory, there is no offer of cycle tourism intended as the proposal of bike-

experiences promoting local cultural heritage and targeted to families and kids.

This project aim to launch in the market a new territorial product and its relative brand: “The

Castles of the Piave”| I Castelli del Piave.

PROCESS

The bike-surfing service is still an unknown practice in Italy and in quite the rest of Europe.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

The geographical area of this projects (foothills – mountain) can be susceptible of development

through the micro-economy of green and bike tourism. Furthermore, tourism is an opportunity

that can avoid depopulation from the mountain sites and that can help to maintain local services

(i.e. food shops, bars) necessary for the good quality of the inhabitants.

Then, this project bears the ideal of the sport as an opportunity accessible to everybody.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

This project supports the green mobility by bike and the e-mobility by e-bike.

KEY-WORDS
05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

07 rural tourism

08 food tourism

09 e-mobility

10 slow tourism

11 bike tour/biking

12 bike-surfing

13 kids&family holiday

14 heritage

15 sport & tourism event

19 history and legend tourism

28 leisure tourism



04 ITALY

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

LORENZON PRONET

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

After the COVID pandemic, the sectors of sports and fitness centres and the accommodation

structures suffered from the economic consequences due to ministerial closures. They have

been forced to make some structural changes and adjustments to continue to offer their

services. Today, they need to change their way to make business to improve the turnover and to

re-build customers loyalty

The behaviour of people has also undergone a major change during this pandemic. Outdoor

activities have in fact become more and more attractive due to the restrictions on lifestyle and

the consequent stress. Today the number of people looking for outdoor leisure and sport

activities is increasing and people willing to restart their sport training have to cope with severe

access limitations to sports and fitness centres to preserve their health.

This project detail aims to build up a new alliance between sports and tourism business for

designing sport outdoor experiences, thus by relocating the indoor sports activities.

The primary focus targets are:

• the indoor sports enterprise (gym, fitness centre)

• the accommodation facilities

The secondary focus-target is represented by the users of sports and fitness centres.

The first trial segment is represented by working women, middle-aged, also mothers: this part of

population has suffered, more than others, the stress caused by the pandemic because of to a

work overload.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

This is a project for starting an individual career of sport and tourism manager acting as an

intermediate.

At the same time, it represents an opportunity of evolution for the indoor sport business (gyms

and fitness centre activities): by expanding their operational area with outdoor experiences, they

can enlarge their offer and create loyalty chains for their users segments.

From the point of view of the accommodation structures, they have the chance to enlarge their

market and to operate a veritable seasonal adjustment of the tourism flux.

Finally, this model can be scalable because it can be adjustable and extended to specific

segments of indoor sport sports and fitness centres users.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In this context the Sport and Tourism Outdoor Manager assumes the role of Sport &Tourism

Territorial Product coordinator: he facilitates the establishment of a relationships between the

sport and fitness centres and the tourism accommodation and destinations, thanks to the

individual PR activity and by means of a dedicated technological platform.

The Sport & Tourism outdoor manager finally becomes a provider of outdoor sport-recreational

services for sport activities and accommodation facilities.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The project needs the support of a territorial network built upon a tourism agreement between

sport and fitness centres and operators in tourism accommodation and destinations managers.

Particularly, the alliance with businesses and organizations located in unconventional territories,

which are typically not devoted to tourism, is strategic for local development.



04 ITALY

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

LORENZON PRONET

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

This project launches a new professional profile: a weaver of the relationship between the world

of indoor sports and accommodation facilities in rural destinations outside the over tourism

routes.

PROCESS

This project brings to revolution the concept for sport/fitness practice and place.

ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

This project opens to a new idea of cross-sectorial enterprise that creates a network of sports

structures connected to the territory and tourism: it can be a flywheel for local microeconomics.

TECHNOLOGY

This project is based on an instrumental technological platform for the intermediation of

experiences and services, with the aim to establish a useful net between sport and tourism

companies.

KEY-WORDS

01 sport & wellness 

03 active vacation

04 team building

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

07 rural tourism

08 food tourism

15 sport & tourism events

16 wine tourism

26 fitness activities

28 leisure tourism



05 ITALY

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

PADUA URBS LUDICA SILENT URBAN SPORT EXPERIENCES

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

“PADUA URBS LUDICA” is an inclusive and accessible active vacation project localised in the

city of Padua. The concept of this project starts from two assumptions:

• Padua is not yet recognised as destination for accessible tourism and for sport tourism,

maybe because of a lack of information and of promotion about the provided services;

• people with disability want to organise and to live their holidays in an independent way, with

not limitation, including the experience of an active vacation.

In this context, the solving idea is to use the sport activity as a flywheel to increase the fame of

“accessible Padua” by establishing a synergic synergy between the accessible platforms in the

city of Padua prepared and the CUS’ expertise in sport for creating an accessible active urban

tourism offer.

The long-term activities this project foresees are aimed at positioning of the city of Padua as of

an international hub for sport tourism practice and events.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

This is a pilot project whose focus- target is represented by amateur- athletes with a specific

sensory disability: the deaf and/or dumb young people.

In the huge tourism segment of people with special needs, for this pilot project the eligible

segment is represented by young people with sensorial disability; the focus-target is then

concentrated on a specific profile: the deaf and dumb amateur athlete ((hearing impairment) in

consideration that:

• hearing problems are one of the most worldwide diffused diseases

• deaf and dumb people are involved in sport activity and competition since many years

• the amateur-athlete profile is familiar with CUS organization: thanks to its network, the CUS

can easily attract amateur-athletes coming from Italy and Europe to stay and be active in

Padova.

Therefore, the deaf and dumb amateur-athletes are a reachable target: they are people because

they are mainly concentred in associations, teams and groups.

After the first trial, the project can be adjusted and replied by

• involving amateur-athletes with other sensory disabilities

• implementing the tourism offer to the relatives (families, kin) or travel companions

• extending the offer generally to people with “special needs”.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In this context the Sport and Tourism Outdoor Manager acts as

• organizer of urban outdoor tourism experiences 

• sport events planner for tourism scope appointed by a sport organization.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The Administration of the city of Padua has been working for years for making the urban context

accessible for tourists with peculiar needs. Within the project "Padova per tutti - laboratori,

formazione”, the associations Cospe onlus and It.A.Cà - Festival of responsible tourism,

designed the map “Padova per tutti”, a guide illustrating a 2.5 km route in Padova, people

affected by motor and sensorial disabilities can travel on foot or with aids. All the above

initiatives are generally conceived to develop the urban accessibility, to be intended as the

removal of physical barriers and the creation of news infrastructures and logistics for special

needs in tourism. In this wiew, the city of Padova made some experiences in sport events for

athletes with disability: they regarded in particular athletes with physical or sensorial disabilities
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

PADUA URBS LUDICA SILENT URBAN SPORT EXPERIENCES

In Padua, one of the most historic (74 years old) and reputed actor in sport life is the CUS

(Centro Universitario Sportivo) Padova. The CUS PADOVA, with its two important sport centres

alongside the old city walls (9 0000 sqm indoor and outdoor spaces), organizes training with a

range of 15 agonistic disciplines, plans and attend sport events, manages guest quarters,

designs and takes part to European projects related to sport practice, to education, to the social

impact of the sport activity. The CUS aims to promote sport activities for residents and athletes

amateur-guests. In fact, the CUS management is very sensitive about the practice of sport by

people with disability: not by chance, the CUS Padova was a pioneer in Italy when in 2007 it

created the first university basketball team composed by athletes with physical disability. Since

that date, it has been present in the Paralympic sport and events.

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

The long terms strategic activities are aimed at building up a new tourism territorial brand for

Padua: an accessible urban destination for sport.

NETWORKING

This project is a case of strict partnership between a public body (Municipality of the City of

Padua) and a private sport organization (CUS Padova) part of the local University.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

The projects focuses on the design of accessible sport and tourism experiences for people with

sensory disabilities.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

This project encourages urban green mobility in tourism through sport and outdoor practices.

KEY-WORDS

01 sport & wellness 

05 outdoor vacation

08 food tourism

09 e-mobility (i.e. e-bike, e-scootering)

11 bike tour/biking

14 heritage

15 sport & tourism events

16 wine tourism

17 river navigation

18 meet locals

19 history and legend tourism

24 urban sport (walk, step, skate, run)

25 summer camp

28 leisure tourism

37 disability 



06 SPAIN

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

SAILING TECHNIFICATION CENTRE

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

The administrative, organisational and competitive level obtained by the Sailing Federation of

the Valencian Community over the years has been transcendental for the transformation of the

locality where it operates, and for its users, members, allies and workers, this level has been

achieved by the application of continuous improvement processes, both externally, i.e. for all

users with whom the Federation interacts, as well as for the internal organisational level.

The creation of codes of procedures and operating manuals has allowed the application of

growth and projection processes, in which each and every one of the Federation's actors is

involved, in order to ensure that the impact sought through the processes is effective and useful

enough for every aspect of the Federation to improve.

This project includes the proposal of a technical centre for the Sailing Federation of Valencia,

which will seek to promote and boost the activities of the federation, as well as attracting new

actors, allies, clients and users different from those that the federation has today.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

“Sailing Technification Centre” project is to promote and boost the activities of the federation, as

well as attracting new actors, allies, clients and users different from those that the federation.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In “Sailing Technification Centre” project the Sport and Tourism Outdoor Manager assumes the

role of stablishing the agreements to develop this project. He or she will be in charge of

selecting sportmen and sportwomen also for this centre and organizing the different activities.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

As for the partners needed to carry out this project, the Valencian Community will play a

fundamental role in the consolidation of support for the implementation of training, technical

training, leisure, entertainment and sports tourism activities, as the consolidation and creation of

this centre will require large contributions for its financing. In the same sense, the Sports

Spanish Council will collaborate with the expenses associated with the management, also at the

level of infrastructures, and equipment of the Sailing Technification Centre of Valencian

Community, as it is a legal duty, duly regulated, because this centre will develop a programme

of state interest.

In addition, this technification centre will seek financial and

administrative support from other councils, Federations, and

private sector companies related to nautical activities. And

finally, technical support will be requested from the Spanish

Federation, so that the improvement of the athletes is done in

accordance with the national objectives stipulated by the

highest federation at state level.



06 SPAIN

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

SAILING TECHNIFICATION CENTRE

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

This project launches a new centre to practice sailing. It gives the opportunity to the high level

sailing practitioners to develop their skills in Valencia, and also to persons to practice it at

weekends and during vacations.

PROCESS

This project suggests a new positioning for the Sailing Federation of the Valencian Community.

It is about creating a new service that could attract people from different regions and countries.

Incorporating this new service little by little, would also attract the interest of different persons to

visit the city.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

This projects consider to open a technification centre for sailing considering the sustainability

measures to take environmental care and take advantage of the Valencia´s see to practice this

sport at high level.

KEY-WORDS

01 sport & wellness

03 active vacation

04 team building

05 outdoor vacation

27 technical training tourism

28 leisure tourism

29 sailing



07 SPAIN

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

AVENSPORT - TRIATHLON IN THE MOUNTAIN

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

The Aven-Sport - Cors de Ferro Group is a company that is dedicated to carrying out multi-

adventure activities and the organisation of mountain sports events. Among the mountain sports

events organised by this entity, we can find the following mountain triathlons, a discipline in

which mountain biking, trail running and the aquatic activity of swimming are carried out. Trail

running and the aquatic activity of swimming is replaced by kayaking or rafting. The

development of this project aims to achieve the internationalisation of the mountain triathlon that

the Avensport Group - the that the Avensport - Cors de Ferro Group organises in the town of

Cofrentes, attracting national and international tourists. For this purpose, different packages

have been designed for different target groups, including hotel stays different target groups,

including hotel stays (as foreign tourists do not come only for the sporting competition), visits the

sporting competition), visits to museums and dinners in restaurants, in order to help the help

customers to tailor their trip, as well as to promote local and regional commerce regional trade.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

“Triathlon in the mountain” wants to bring active tourism closer to the athletes' families and

companions.

The creation of different packages, which seek to adapt to the needs of both athletes and their

companions, can be a good opportunity to promote active tourism. To this end, a proposal has

been made for four packs, which include both accommodation and different types of tourist and

sporting activities. In the future, there is the possibility of being able to offer more packs, or to

improve the existing ones by including new services that adapt to the needs of the clients.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In “Triathlon in Mountain” project the Sport and Tourism Outdoor Manager assumes the role of

designing and organizing the active vacation for sport people who are going to participate in the

mountain triathlon and their families.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The project needs the support of a territorial network built on the basis of a tourism agreement

between leisure structures and the tourist office of Cofrentes and its surroundings. Mainly,

agreements with hotels and rural accommodation companies, tourist guides and restaurants are

important.



07 SPAIN

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

AVENSPORT - TRIATHLON IN THE MOUNTAIN

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

This project launches four different promotional packages to cover different target audiences,

both nationally and internationally.

PROCESS

This project proposes a new approach to mountain triathlon, based on the promotion of active

tourism for participants and their families or companions. It expands the approach oriented only

to the athlete, in order to bring tourism and sport closer to the people close to them and to

create a greater socio-economic impact of the event.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

This projects offer active vacation and sport tourism for the sport people who are going to

participate in the triathlon, as well as their families in a natural environment.

KEY-WORDS

03 active vacation

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

07 rural tourism

10 slow tourism

11 bike tour/biking

15 sport & tourism events 

30 trail running

31 aquatic activities 

32 swimming 

33 kayaking

34 rafting

35 mountain sport

41 water sports

48 triathlon



08 The NETHERLANDS 

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

Due to the nature of the work undertaken within The Netherlands, the following experiences are

split into 2 key areas – start up business models and a new project

START UP: FLASH CLIMBING 

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

In 2021, the company Flash Climbing was established in the international student city of

Groningen in the northern part of The Netherlands. Based on Flash climbing designer’s own

experiences and a passion for introducing others to the world of climbing, the Flash Climbing

project aims to make better use of the existing (artificial) climbing facilities in the city. Given that

The Netherlands is renowned for its flat terrain, climbing is an unexpected by-product, both for

the Dutch as well as for tourists who are staying in the city for a short or longer term. The project

can combine various elements, for example architecture in the city (climbing at unexpected

buildings), student sports (an indoor / outdoor climbing hall) as well as various other touristic

and/or business/team arrangements within the city.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

The uniqueness of the Flash Climbing project is its cooperation with other businesses within

Groningen. Flash climbing designer is able to arrange and facilitate a range of climbing activities

as he has the relevant instructor certificates and the various small equipment required in the

field of climbing. However, as he does not own his own climbing facility, this is where the

partnerships with other businesses take place: the facility owner provides a unique service to

employees, clients/customers, partners, etc.. whilst touristic and sport service provers can add

the climbing activities (courses, introductions, workshops) to their clients/customers.

Undeniably, the project does face challenges as all activities depend on Flash climbing

designer’s availability. However, he does have a strong network in the world of climbing and is

able to connect with other instructors who have their residence in Groningen but travel for

seasonal work in the outdoor/climbing field to Belgium/France/Italy. This project now enables

them to continue working in Groningen which makes Flash climbing designer very popular and

provides him with a supply of employees so he can expand his activities in the short and longer

term.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

The founder of Flash Climbing start up is competent in organising and instructing different

outdoor/sport/climbing activities and is also a very client-oriented person so interactions with

others (facility owners, clients / customers) were never a problem. In addition, the organisation

of activities and projects was already familiar to him and was also part of his education. On the

other hand, it was the business side that was new and unknown in terms of elements such as

finance, negotiating, and marketing. Furthermore, the standardisation of these areas in the

international environment was a new responsibility and while the founder of Flash Climbing start

up is still learning, the basics are provided in the education program, allowing him to take on the

role of Sport and Outdoor Tourism Manager.



08 The NETHERLANDS 

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

START UP: FLASH CLIMBING 

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

Up to now designer has used a network in the region of Groningen to start his own business.

The next focus is the international perspective, specifically, dealing with outdoor sport providers

in other countries, so that he is able to make some sales connections (introducing new

clients/customers, making joint programs: basics in Groningen, advanced in France for

example). Designer will have to handle the existing relations he has in the City of Groningen

(facility, touristic bureau) whilst simultaneously being open for new initiatives of other parties.

Marketing of his activities up to now aims to create curiosity within the market which should lead

to new partners and new business.

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

Start up organisations are very popular, particularly in the world of outdoor/sport-tourism. There

are several outdoor sport organisations (with a focus on activities in foreign countries) and

several touristic-oriented organisations (although mostly not sport-related). Therefore, to

introduce such climbing activities in a flat country is a challenge, but designer was able to do so.

PROCESS

To start a business, designer used all of his connections within the sectors of business,

education, sports and government. He is/was very enthusiastic and that encouraged others to

support designer with his ideas, network, knowledge and facilities. The project ultimately brings

together people from all walks of life who may not ordinarily have the chance to meet and

therefore, this is an added value that designer was not necessarily aware of in the beginning of

the process.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Although not necessarily positioned as a unique selling point, to be able to climb in (flat)

Groningen provides a worthwhile opportunity for locals to experience something they do not

have to spend time and energy travelling for. The (re)use of artificial outdoor elements – such as

buildings - does not put any pressure on the natural environment used otherwise in other

countries.

Furthermore, this start up has the ambition to grow and give other people business and jobs as

well, however this is still on a restricted scale. Whilst an added value of this project is the new

connections of people that leads to a range of follow up activities (business and non-business).

KEY-WORDS

08 active vacation

10 slow tourism

27 technical training tourism

28 leisure tourism

36 climbing 



09 The NETHERLANDS 

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

START UP: UNIEK GEZOND 

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

Based on experiences and knowledge of dealing with youngsters with mental disabilities, project

designer saw a new business opportunity. Whilst there are several budgets available for this

target group to support their participation in sport activities in order to enhance their well being,

there is no awareness in general that this target group has different requirements than the

‘regular’ sport activities on offer for example in sports clubs. As project designer found out, there

is a need within this target group for various outdoor sports activities on a small scale with

important elements like: a personal touch, friendliness and an easily accessible environment.

This type of offering is possible to create in a touristic area (national and international) outside

the comfort zone of the target group. However, another key challenge that project designer also

experienced is that the target group and their social environment did not know how to make use

of the budget opportunities to finance these sporting needs.

Both the supply of custom-made sporting activities and the knowledge of how to make use of

the available budget became the service of project designer’s own start up company “Uniek

Gezond”.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

The uniqueness of project designer’s services is that she provides custom-made sporting

(outdoor) activities in (sometimes) a new surrounding for the target group (leisure and holiday

feeling) and she provides her target group with gateways to financial possibilities so they can

pay for the services of project designer. This is very intensive work and in the near future she

has to find co-workers who are able to provide the same services as she does to this growing

group of people. Furthermore, the provision of these services is dependent on the financial

budgets on offer (usually made available by the local - and sometimes central – government).

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

Operational management is an outstanding competence of project designer. However, in this

project the entrepreneurial attitude of project designer had to succeed alongside entrepreneurial

skills and knowledge where she discovered that she had to make a business plan for example.

She also had to deal with various customers who were not always one and the same: for

example, the payer, the decision-maker and the participant of the sport activity.In this case,

tactical and strategic management became a challenge requiring much time and energy and

was something completely different to the opertional planning, organising, leading and

controlling. Furthermore, there was the awareness of the different motives to join the activities

on offer, such as wellness/health, excitement/adventure, social interaction, pleasure/fun (also in

combination). That meant that her role was to integrate all these different motives, stakeholders

and opportunities and therefore, the role of sport and tourism outdoor manager in this context

was to find the connection in all these different aspects and people.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

There was a condition that made this project a success and that was the social skills to connect

and interact with so many different people and interests. It took time to prepare and became

aware of this all. Project designer started with a low profile with just one youngster and the

follow up was a group in the same building. Now project designer is expanding within the region,

making it easier to find new environments for these people as well. A new challenge is

international expansion, in which the combination with the touristic area also for this target group

becomes reality. However, it should be noted that there is some interest from Germany already.



09 The NETHERLANDS 

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

START UP: UNIEK GEZOND 

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

Whilst the product itself is not that new, the innovation lies in the possibility for youths with

mental disabilities to be able to leave their comfort zone in sporting activities.

PROCESS

The process in this project is quite new as providing outdoor sporting activities in different

(cultural) surroundings is one side of the coin while the other side is the new business

opportunity: to provide (the gateway) to the financial budget to pay for these services. This

means that both sides are related to the same business company, in which the different

customers (payer, decision-maker and sport participant) in one case are all serviced.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

To assimilate this special target group into the world of (outdoor) sports highlights the focus on

inclusivity in society (national and subsequently international) and also ensures that the

(societal) budget meant for use in this target group is used as they are intended.

KEY-WORDS

01 sport & wellness 

03 active vacation

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

07 rural tourism

10 slow tourism

28 leisure tourism

37 disability 



10 The NETHERLANDS 

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

START UP: URBAN SPORT

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

Remco is one of the national icons in the area of urban outdoor sports, especially free

running. His network in this domain is huge and he is regularly asked to give presentations

to different audiences. Remco’s mission is now to start his own business together with his

partner Urban sport designer, providing clinics for interested groups. After some trials, they

focused on primary and secondary schools with a relation to the subject of Physical

Education. Furthermore, there also offer the product to a niche target group of international

students who are in the region for a short or longer period of time.

In terms of the schools-offering, they are working together with PE teachers. For the

international students, they work together with several student unions, who want to provide

a memorable experience to international students and to show some (touristic) areas, such

as significant buildings, the city center and sport stadiums. The experiences of these areas

together with urban sport participation makes a unique combination of two different

domains.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

In a hectic and non-business environment, it is an advantage that Remco is at the top of the

league to get attention and valuation for his free running sports. Urban sport is new and at the

forefront of the mind of many young people, so the target group is enthusiastic to the offering.

An issue is the educational system, which is not so open to these types of services.

Furthermore, the business needs add additional complications. It is about convincing people that

to provide state of art sports in everyday surroundings is a good promotion in general for the

domain of sport and movement and that these should be done in a professional way. Therefore,

the key challenge is to create a budget that will allow these kinds of introductions to be offered

for free. Step by step this is increasing as the clinics with international students is a good

showcase concerning movements/sport, social interactions, use of environment, entertainment

and mixing cultures. The advantages of sports in general also present themselves in these new

contexts. Up to this point, the business is growing step by step but the expectation is that it will

take some time to come to full acceptance within the existing systems.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

The role of sport and outdoor tourism manager in this kind of international setting will be

invaluable. The role will act as a facilitator for those who are away from home and trying to get

to know new people, environments and settings (e.g. tourists). That also makes it possible to

find new opportunities in the existing system whilst emphasizing the ability and skills needed to

be patient, persistent, convincing and have some (small) example/prototypes of ways of working

available.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The network within the sports domain is more or less optimal. There is a need for more

connections in the region, for example Counsellors and teachers in the governmental system.

The greater the network, the easier it will be to change some aspects in the existing systems of

PE as well as in the supply of sporting activities in the environment of the city/region for

inhabitants and (international) visitors to the city.



10 The NETHERLANDS 

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

START UP: URBAN SPORT

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

A new age sport like free running is a ‘product’ brought to the market from a business

perspective (up till now with a focus on specified target groups (education/PE and internationals

in a region).

PROCESS

To join non-business settings with a business perspective is quite a challenge. To convince

people of the advantages of these new products/services in line with the aims/goals as set out

by these parties is helpful and should be part of the education of the new profile of sport and

tourism outdoor manager.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

The tourist sector can be introduced to physical activities (free running in the sight seeing area)

and sports can be introduced in schools. Therefore, knowledge of city and/or environment can

go hand-in-hand with education. Ultimately, it should be possible to visit sites in an active way:

healthier, more social, more fun/excitement. Finally, an ambition not set out in this project could

also be the use of technology (such as VR glasses or interactive exercises during the free

running), in order to enhance the offering.

KEY-WORDS

01 sport & wellness

03 active vacation

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

14 heritage

24 urban sport (free running)

28 leisure tourism

39 education

40 sightseeing



11 The NETHERLANDS 

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

SUN SET BEACH PROJECT 

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

A group of international students have been engaged in a challenge concerning a sport hotel in

Curaçao. Curaçao is an island in the Southern Caribbean Sea and subsequently became a

constituent country within the Kingdom of the Netherlands. A few years ago, the Sun Set Beach

Hotel located on the westside of the island went bankrupt. A new possible investor was

interested in the hotel, however he wanted to have some new fresh ideas about making the

hotel a success. The hotel was located on the beach with the perfect environment for

watersports. Information, pictures and movies are available and a project group (students) were

asked to come up with some new ideas about running the hotel with a focus on

outdoor/watersports.

The members of the project team had their own area of responsibility for the hotel organisation

(finance, marketing, operations, hr, etc.) and together, they prepared a business plan for the

new hotel, which could be the start of the revival of Sun Set Beach Hotel.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

The business model was related to tourists (mostly American and European), going for a sunny,

active holiday in a luxury resort. All activities were watersports based and were provided by Sun

Set Beach Hotel. Professional staff were involved in the coordination, organisation and

instruction of people in the various activities such as diving and surfing.

Scalability can be found in the interest of an investor group who might go for more sports hotels

in the region (e.g. America and Spain or Portugal). However, the link to watersports can be

switched to adventure mountain/land sports, depending on the environment and country. One

can conclude that the link between hospitality and sports is an interesting one.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In a real-life case like Sun Set Beach, it is obvious that knowledge, skills and experiences from

the world of sport and the world of tourism can be combined within the single function of Sport

and Tourism Outdoor Manager. Depending on the specific situation and responsibility it makes

sense to have a broader knowledge of both worlds and more or less specific knowledge in a

specialised/functional area. Furthermore, partnering and working together seems to be an

essential element in such a role, whilst the ability to deal with cultural differences as well as

having skills in different languages is also very important.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The touristic area is a world on its own. Good contacts with travel operators, other hotels, local

government and other relevant stakeholders is important to get acceptance in this world and

getting things done. In this context, the sport can be brought in from other parties for example

foreign (sport) students looking for an international experience in a summer recreation

atmosphere with business components which is a very popular domain. However, sport

instructors and organisers can also be found in the country itself. From a social perspective the

organization has to bring prosperity to the local population as well and so finding a good balance

between all of these (different) interests can be a challenge.

.



11 The NETHERLANDS 

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

SUN SET BEACH PROJECT 

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

A hotel accommodation in a very nice surrounding with a special field of interest in outdoor

watersport is a very easy and attractive proposition for marketing purposes. The focus on the

high-end/luxury segment is what gives the product its niche and therefore makes it an innovative

aspect.

PROCESS

The process of working in a project group for an investor brings some pressure and a need to

be distinctive in the final business proposal as well as in the approach of this challenge. The

international aspect also adds another layer of difficulty, working together, bringing ideas

together and coming to final proposals. Furthermore, the diversity of external stakeholders

(profit and non-profit) are very important to handle.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Creating business brings economic activities to the area and hopefully brings some prosperity.

Environmental considerations (land, see and air) are also an important factor and maintaining

good relations between tourists and the local inhabitants can also help to bring social

sustainability.

KEY-WORDS

01 sport & wellness

03 active vacation

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

10 slow tourism

28 leisure tourism 

31 aquatic activities

41 water sports

42 hospitality business



12 ROMANIA

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

THE FLOATING RAFT FLUVIAL TOURISM

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

Taking into account the lack of specialized structured as well as outdoor touristic activities for

children and youth with mental disabilities, we have identified the need to create, consolidate

and manage an alternative center for this social category to be able to both benefit of the

needed daily specialized support and assistance as well as offer them the chance to participate

in sightseeing and travel visits. This center is expected to be a floating center under the form of

a bigger boat/steam that can also be anchored on the banks of the rivers.

The opportunity of travelling or sightseeing for this category of children and youth is not

addressed by any structure at this moment or supported in any way, such an activity is not

considered a priority, while spending time in nature, outside are claimed to improve a lot of the

physical and mental states of human beings, in general. As such, even more for such

children/youth an initiative like this one should be taken into account.

“The floating raft” project aims at increasing the mobility perspectives of children/youth with

mental disabilities, which under other circumstances could not move long distances for touristic

activities, specific sportive activities or simple leisure time spend in nature/outdoor. On the other

side, it offers recovery services and other free time and socializing activities which will enhance

general health and well-being of beneficiaries and will not create any difficulties in offering them

the needed daily support due to the facilities it will contain.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

“The floating raft” project takes into account to offer a bi-dimensional support to children/youth

with mental disabilities, combining their need of daily recovery activities with recreational

touristic activities on waters. Various packages can be created for different ages with appropiate

support and activities planned.

“The floating raft” project can initially be developed as a pilot project in a remarkable area from

our country, in terms of ecosystem – the Danube Delta which offers tremendous opportunities

for sport, leisure and sightseeing alltogether. And it will represent an innovation in terms of

fluvial tourism. By implementing this idea, children/youth with disabilities are given the

necessary mobility they lack, as by its nature, the floating raft can cross different areas from the

Danube, stop in specific zones and offer a full travelling experience to the crew. The activities

proposed can be based on the natural ecosystem of the area and the possibilities it offers such

as: sailing, swimming, fishing, bird watching, flora, fauna and general sightseeing of landscapes.

Besides, the initiative also have a real educational value and consistency since the

children/youth will gain new knowlege in terms of ecology and general ecosystem, geography,

biology or zoology in all this time.

The format of the business model can be

extended by introducing other areas, other rivers and

waters that be crossed and where various other sportive and touristic

activities can be enjoyed by the target group concerned.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND 

TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In the context of our floating raft project, the

Sport and Tourism Outdoor Manager assumes the role

of a Travel Guide specialized in experiential outdoor

touristic activities for children/youth with mental disabilities.



12 ROMANIA

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

THE FLOATING RAFT FLUVIAL TOURISM

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

First of all, the project will need to ensure the approval of main authorities in charge of the

navigable waters in the area, as well as the approval of the representatives of the territorial

administrative units for placing and anchoring the raft in certain areas as well as for navigating

the waters. Certain agreements need to be made in this respect, as well as support from private

companies/structures can be requested for the endowment of the floating center with the

necessary equipments and materials.

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

Our project proposes to initiate a new concept of Travel Guide, in a new form that is specialized

in outdoor touristic and sports activities for children/youth with mental disabilities.

PROCESS

Our project brings a new concept in the area of fluvial tourism, by introducing the concept of

floating raft and in the same time being dedicated to a special social category of population:

children and youth with mental disabilities. It encourages local communities and authorities with

responsibilities in the area to benefit of a new approach in outdoor touristic and sports activities.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Since it targets a social category (children and youth with mental disabilities) it gives

opportunities for private initiatives to be built on the idea of Corporate Social Responsbility,

giving also a hard to the preservation of unique environments and ecosystems.

KEY-WORDS

01 sport & wellness

03 active vacation

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

07 rural tourism

10 slow tourism

17 river navigation

23 fishing

25 summer camp

28 leisure tourism 

31 aquatic activities

32 swimming

37 disability

40 sightseeing

43 sport for youth

44 sport for children

45 birdwatching



13 ROMANIA

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

LIFE ON ROLLERBLADES! ACTIVE TOURISM IN URBAN SPACES

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

Taking into account the lack of a specific, organized area/zone for such a sport such as for

example a skate park in case of skating, “Life on rollerblades!” is an initiative that consists in

setting up a rollerblades track in urban natural spaces in order to promote sports and organized

movement for all ages, for practicing an educational and fun sport, with future perspectives.

Rollerblading is accessible for all ages, it helps one get in good physical condition, maintain

good physical and mental health. First of all, because it works on balance and centre of gravity,

it improves mobility, reflexes, strengthens endurance and last but not least, regulates heart rate.

All this, with 50% less shock at the joints. Blood circulation is improved, so seniors who suffer

from heart failure or circulation problems can put their rollerblades on their feets without any

problems. And in terms of muscles, one will stand very good if a fan of rollerblading. This is

because rollerblading develops the muscles of the legs, thighs and lumbar area. Rollerblading

involves the energetic activity of the arms and legs, engaging the whole body in motion.

The idea was born out of the need for a new organized sport, the development and

maintainance of the population’s health and the need for safety while practising rollerblading, in

an arranged space, protected from dangers.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

“Life on rollerblades!” project wants to offer both the chance to practice a sport in a more

organized manner as well as engage in recreational activities in nature, on the idea of “nature

walks” or “nature trails”. In our case the “nature walks” or “nature trails” will be specifically

designed for rollerblades, so that people can “rollerblade” the trails and in the same time enjoy

the beauty of nature, discover local flora and fauna etc.

Various trails can be configured for different ages or levels of rollerblading, with adequate

support and touristic-related activities planned with the help of a specialized Travel Guide. The

access to the trails can be based on a paid subscription or an entry ticket, for example.

“Life on rollerblades!” project can be piloted in a local natural reservation (for example Mureș

Floodplain Natural Park) with special trails prepared for rollerblading which can equally

encourage sport and eco-tourism.

Besides, the initiative also have a real educational value since all people can gain new knowlege

in terms of ecology and general ecosystem, geography, biology or zoology while practising an

easy sport. Surely, it can also represent a source of relaxation and a disconnection exercise

from the daily stress. On the other side, the idea can be extended to foreign tourists (from

outside of the county or the country), who can engage in a different and special activity all

together, learning in the same time about the local ecosystem, how it is preserved etc.

The format of the business model can be extended by introducing new and new trails as well as

side activities which are also fun such as: treasure hunting, other kind of competitions etc. as

well as by implementing the idea in other natural urban spaces available, such as leisure parks,

botanical parks, forests etc.



13 ROMANIA

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

LIFE ON ROLLERBLADES! ACTIVE TOURISM IN URBAN SPACES

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

Within our project, the Sport and Tourism Outdoor Manager assumes the role of a Travel Guide

specialized in experiential outdoor touristic activities while practicing the sport of rollerblading.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The project initiative must benefit of the support of the local authorities’ representatives in

charge with the Natural Park, in order to be granted permission for the trails to be developed.

Moreover, the trails will need to be signalised/marked, so in this respect partnerships with the

private sector, NGOs or other associations for ensuring the needed co-financing or the

connected work might be considered.

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

Our project proposes a new concept of Travel Guide, in a new form that is specialized in

experiential outdoor touristic while practicing the sport of rollerblading.

PROCESS

Our project comes with an innovative concept that combines the joy for travel and sport in a

relaxing manner. The concept of tourism on rollerblades is a unique concept at this level that

brings along the beauty of the biodiversity around us. It also gives new perspectives over local

tourism to local authorities and the managers of the Natural Park, to promote the local beauties

and to benefit in the same time by the existent natural urban space by raising the number of

visitors (both local and foreigners).

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Social sustainability is ensured throughout our initiative given both the educational and the

medical aspects that encompass the activity “Life on rollerblades!”. The initiative has a positive

aspect on people of all ages since it generates health and well-being, as well as a state of

relaxation. Furthermore, it creates premises for the acquisition of new information by the people

engaged.

KEY-WORDS

01 sport & wellness

03 active vacation

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

09 e-mobility
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28 leisure tourism 

40 sightseeing

43 sport for youth

71 rollerblades practice



14 Republic of NORTH MACEDONIA

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

PRESPA BLU A UNIQUE WATER SPORTS FESTIVAL

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

The goal of the "PRESPA BLU" Project is to organize a unique festival of water sports "PRESPA

BLU" on the shores of Lake Prespa (located on the border between Macedonia, Albania and

Greece) in order to improve the tourist offer of this region. For the needs of the festival

"PRESPA BLU" appropriate equipment will be procured: trails and buckets for marking the

swimming pool, swimming boards, kayaks, SUP boards, boat, starting target pad, pedestal,

medical packages for first aid ... preparation of a manual for water safety, as well as a manual

for training of people with special needs for practicing water sports (swimming, kayaking,

etc.…). The festival envisages in a period of 4 days, to be organized numerous official water

competitions in swimming, kayaking, rowing, triathlon, etc ... The project "PRESPA BLU" is a

unique approach to creating a sustainable tourism product, which focuses on treatment of water

sports on Lake Prespa, highlighting the tourist potential of the entire Prespa region, as well as

the importance of raising awareness about the treatment and care of natural resources.

Swimming, kayaking, rowing, sailing, diving, triathlon are just some of the activities that can be

offered in the form of a specific tourist product.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

The project "PRESPA BLU" will enable expansion of the tourist offer of Prespa, and thus

increase the interest in this region and increase the influx of tourists. It will have a direct impact

on the overall local economy and population due to increased inflows based on tourist arrivals.

The promotion of the sports covered by the Project on the shore of Lake Prespa in front of the

local population but also in front of the numerous visitors will map Prespa as an exceptional

tourist destination. The project will also enable the involvement of a much wider group of the

community (not only direct participants), the local community, local NGOs, training of young

people in the field of water sports and water safety, people with disabilities, local crafts. The

sustainability of the project is reflected in the fact that the festival is planned to grow, not only

into a traditional, but also an international event in which through cooperation with national

sports federations would be organized numerous national and international sports competitions,

primarily from neighboring countries.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

Within the project "PRESPA BLU" the manager of sports and tourism participates in the

complete organization and coordination of all activities before, during and after the festival. It

determines the strategy for communication and promotion of the main activities. He would also

create a local team that would grow into a local and national factor in promoting Prespa's

tourism potential, especially for practicing water sports.

.



14 Republic of NORTH MACEDONIA

EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

PRESPA BLU A UNIQUE WATER SPORTS FESTIVAL

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

Municipality of Resen - "PRESPA BLU" as an idea and concept, fully coincides with the long-

term plans of the Municipality of Resen in terms of promotion of Prespa as a unique tourist

destination but also promotion of sports, healthy lifestyle, inclusion of people with disabilities

etc..

National sports federations in "PRESPA BLU" would recognize a respectable partner in the

implementation of their activities provided in accordance with the annual calendars. These of

course include swimming, rowing, sailing, triathlon federation, etc ...

Red Cross Organization - as one of the more active organizations has direct competencies for

water safety, which is an absolute prerequisite for any water activities.

Local NGOs in the field of ecology and environment - "PRESPA BLU" aims through all activities

to emphasize the importance of preserving natural resources, especially water, as well as their

tourism potential.

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

Design, organization and maintenance of a unique festival of water sports "PRESPA BLU" on

the shores of Lake Prespa.

PROCESS

"PRESPA BLU" is not just an ordinary festival, but it is planned to be a place where through

sports, games and entertainment, will contribute to health, more positive habits and skills

development of the young population. This project is expected to grow into a traditional event

and a kind of holiday of water sports in Prespa and beyond. The unique nature, the good

infrastructure, the rich cultural and historical capital that Prespa has are a guarantee for

success, but also for the necessity for projects of this kind. The fact that the waters of Lake

Prespa extend on the territory of three countries (Macedonia, Greece and Albania), are

extremely important potential of the project and the direction where it would be directed and

developed.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Successful edition of the Festival of water sports "PRESPA BLU" would be of great importance

primarily for the local community and beyond and we anticipate this through the following

aspects:- PRESPA BLU would grow into a unique, independent and traditional manifestation. A

kind of holiday of water sports in Prespa and beyond. Of course, we primarily mean the border

regions in Greece and Albania.- The festival would initiate the formation of a sports association

that would treat water sports, which gives the opportunity to young people from Resen and

beyond to engage in these sports.-The local economy in the festival would recognize its partner,

but also a space where it would prove its social responsibility, opportunity for promotion, etc.…-

The project itself will produce opportunities for engagement of young people from Prespa, their

networking and training.- The local self-government would have a series of benefits including

promotion of the whole region, economic benefit for the region, development of sports and

promotion of a healthy lifestyle.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

PRESPA BLU A UNIQUE WATER SPORTS FESTIVAL

KEY-WORDS
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

HIKE IT. BIKE IT. APPLE EAT.

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

Adventure tourism, also called alternative tourism, is becoming increasingly popular because it

has a positive impact on people and the environment. Alternative tourism in Macedonia presents

its wealth of natural resources, as well as the excellent geographical position of the country.

This type of tourism is of special interest, which focuses on new opportunities to meet the needs

of tourists. The goal of the Hike it, bike it Apple project is to create new pedestrian and cross-

country trails in Prespa (located on the border between Macedonia, Albania and Greece; the two

national parks, Galicica and Pelister, which are spread on its territory) and to Introduce tourists

to the new attraction - motivational factors on these trails.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

The project "Hike it. Bike it. Apple eat" will enable to attract more tourists, lovers of mountain

and cross-country cycling and will contribute to further enrichment of the tourist offer of Prespa.

By organizing bicycle / walking tours along the marked trails in the form The development

element of the project is reflected in the fact that the revitalization of the bicycle paths can also

contribute to the opening of additional accommodation and catering facilities near the paths.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In the project "Hike it. Bike it. Apple eat" the role of the manager for sports and outdoor tourism

is to coordinate the marking, reconstruction and supplementation by marking the existing trails,

preparation and installation of signposts on them. Also the role of the sports manager and

outdoor tourism is huge in terms of designing and creating promotional material, brochures.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The project needs the support of a territorial network built on the basis of a tourism agreement

between free structures - most travel agencies, the municipality of Resen, info centers, the

Agency for Promotion and Support of Tourism, mountaineering associations, the Federation of

Mountaineering Sports, the Federation of Cycling.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

HIKE IT. BIKE IT. APPLE EAT.

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

The construction of new pedestrian and bicycle paths which will enrich the tourist offer of

Prespa, establishing itself as a recognizable tourist brand for rural-alternative tourism in the

Republic of Northern Macedonia. Preparation of brochures for the new pedestrian and bicycle

paths in Prespa.

PROCESS

The creation of new pedestrian and bicycle paths is not just a drawing of the terrain where the

paths are. It is a new form of alternative outdoor tourism in this part of Macedonia that will

contribute to improving and enriching the tourist offer of Prespa in order to attract more tourists

in the spring and autumn, and not only in the summer as is now the case. when most of the

visitors are part of the lake tourism in the summer.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

The construction of bicycle and pedestrian paths will begin to attract other types of tourists, fans

of this type of sport, and not as before only fans of lake tourism in the summer months. By

organizing bicycle tours / hiking along the marked trails in the form of sightseeing, the tourist

entities will gain benefits and an opportunity is opened for achieving cross-border cooperation

with the neighboring countries - Greece and the Albania.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

WALK AND TALK, TO THE TOP

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

This project “Walk and Talk, To the Top” is exactly intended for foreigners who want to explore

the natural beauties of the capital city of North Macedonia and exchanging some talks with

locals. Also, walking guides for foreigners to share some information regarding Skopje, Vodno

Mountain and all other beauties in N. Macedonia. We can also include locals which need

company and friend for walking, whit whom they can easily reach the top of the mountain

Vodno.

Primary goal of the project is creating an application for socializing through sports i.e finding a

company to walk to the top of Mount Vodno. Socialization is "the process by which a human

being beginning at infancy acquires the habits, beliefs, and accumulated knowledge of society

through education and training for adult status," according to Merriam-Webster. Research

suggests sports play both a positive and negative role in socialization, not only between young

athletes and their peer group, but also between children, adults and non-athletes people.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

The project Walk and Talk, To the top , will enable improvement of the attraction-motivating

factors and the tourist offer of the capital in order to increase the tourist inflow based on the

tourist arrivals. More intensive cooperation is expected between a number of stakeholders and

an increase in their revenue.

The project will introduce tourists, travel agencies, mountaineering companies, tourist facilities

in Skopje and the surrounding area with all the beauties in and around Skopje such as Vodno

Mountain and its top Krstovar where the colossal Millennium Cross is located. Methodology for

project development

- Preparation of a detailed plan for the realization of the project

- Creating teams for research purposes

- Finding IT Company to create an application

- Control, monitoring and testing

- Creating a base of volunteers for the realization of the project.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

The manager of the project “Walk and Talk, To the Top” will have the main role in creating a

methodology for the project development, visualization the social sport application and creating

the project activities i.e creating teams which leaders will report the status of the project to the

manager. This manager will be also in charge of successfully releasing this social sport

application to the production.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

This project requires support from many side, especially Macedonian companies and the

city of Skopje, companies for renting bicycles, Red Cross, volunteer organization, JSP, etc.

Maybe this is a way for some companies to get their own publicity and show the public that

they exist.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

WALK AND TALK, TO THE TOP

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

Creating an application for finding a company to walk to the top of Mount Vodno.

PROCESS

The project Walk and Talk, To the top – find your walking partner and discover Vodno Mountain

is a step forward to the Sport Tourism. It’s a new way of exploring city with staying fit and

healthy.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

This project is available also for people with special needs and they will have own part in the

application.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

SPORTS CAMP LJUBANISTA

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

The "Sports camp Ljubanista" project envisages the design, organization and organization of a

sports camp for young people. The camp would be realized in the existing Auto Camp

"Ljubanishta" located in the southwestern part of Macedonia, on an area of about 10,000

hectares on the northeast shore of Lake Ohrid, which is the largest and most important natural

lake in Macedonia, the oldest in Europe and one of the main tourist places in Macedonia. The

camp has stationary caravans as well as locations for setting up camping tents and has its own

sandy beach of 1500 meters. The project "Sports camp Ljubanista" will supplement the existing

Auto-camp Ljubanishta with contents necessary for the realization of the project Sports camp

Ljubanista.

The sports camp will be intended for organized groups of high school students. Their

recruitment will be done with the help of teachers of physical education and upbringing in high

schools, for which special memoranda of cooperation will be concluded with most of the high

schools in the country. A condition for participating in the camp is that the participants are

actively involved in a sport. The organized visits will last for 7 days. A special program and

sequence of events filled with a competitive character will be prepared for all 7 days. Individual

kayaking competitions, mini football, basketball, volleyball and handball tournaments will be

held. The target group of the camp are high school students and the need for it is of great

importance for their psycho-physical development. The worrying increase in physical

deformities, mental disorders and propensity for overall life habits are key factors in the need for

a sports camp.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

The project "Sports camp Ljubanista" will enable the creation of healthy and proactive youth,

and at the same time will contribute to the active use of natural and cultural resources in the

territory. It will also contribute to the improvement of the tourist infrastructure and the offer of the

city of Ohrid. Intensive cooperation with a number of stakeholders is expected and an increase

in their revenue. The municipality of Ohrid, the local population, the local shops and restaurants,

the lake service providers, the Agency for Youth and Sports, the travel agencies, the Agency for

Promotion and Support of Tourism of RSM will benefit. The target group of this project are the

students in the high schools in the country, with a tendency to expand the offer for foreign

students and international cooperation. Initially, this project will be implemented as a pilot project

for high schools in Ohrid, and then it will be implemented in other schools in other cities of RSM.

The perspective of the project is that it opens opportunities for upgrading it during the summer

and winter holidays to be used as a family camp for sports and recreation. Also, the

development component of the sports camp is seen in the possibility for it to grow into an

international one where cooperation and sharing of experience and knowledge with other

countries will be established.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In "Sports camp Ljubanista" the manager for sports and outdoor tourism takes over the role of

organizer and coach for specialized sports and recreational vacation.

.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

SPORTS CAMP LJUBANISTA

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The realization of this project requires support and concluding an agreement / memorandum of

cooperation with the municipality of Ohrid. After receiving the support from Ohrid, cooperation

with high schools is needed, cooperation with professionals (pedagogues, psychologists, sports

coaches, teachers, educators who will be part of the project and will contribute to its

implementation and scalability.

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

Youth sports camp, selected with the help and participation of high school teachers from the

country.

PROCESS

This project is a new professional profile. Such a concept in RSM does not exist in the last 20

years and a specialized project for sports, recreational education, training and rest of high

school students is necessary. It is not about traditional high school excursions but about a new

form of sports-recreational rest and education.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

This project will enable the use of existing tourist facilities in Ljubanishta and its conversion, in

order to quickly and efficiently create a new tourist offer and sustainable development of the

wider community. The project opens the door to active family vacations and sports tourism.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

COME AND SEE DANCE FESTIVAL IN NATURAL COLORS

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

The aim of the project is to design, organize and maintain "Come and see - Dance Festival in

natural colors". The project "Come and see - Dance Festival in natural colors" envisages the

organization of an international festival of modern outdoor dances in a period of 3-4 days, which

aims to nurture, promote and promote artistic and cultural values in order to develop sports

tourism.

The festival will be held at the Memorial Kosturnica in Kumanovo where an amphitheater is

being built as well as a sports complex that will be put into function of the festival. The

realization of the project would start with planning and creating a program for realization. The

entire participation for the registered participants in the festival is free by providing them with

accommodation and food as well as part of the travel expenses.

The first day of the festival includes education, dance workshops, contemporary and modern

dance workshops, as well as providing advice, assistance and support for better mental health

of children and young active dancers during a pandemic. Participants in the workshops will be

all interested dancers from the Republic of Northern Macedonia as well as the guest participants

from outside Macedonia - R. Serbia, R. Croatia, R. Slovenia, R. Bulgaria and Bosnia and

Herzegovina, Montenegro and Germany. The seminars will be led by prominent professors, Igor

Kirov, Iliana Loncar, Rosana Horvat and Lea Abinun. All seminar attendees will receive

certificates of participation.

The second day of the festival is an evening of amateur dance clubs as well as performances at

the State Ballet School and the Academy of Ballet Arts in Skopje, as well as guests from the

Republic of Northern Macedonia, guests from Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Slovenia, Montenegro, Germany and Bulgaria.

The opening of the festival begins with a promo video from the host. Through the presentation

program, the participants are introduced to what each representative on stage is invited

individually with their host, one by one with the flag of their country, while reading the biography

of the club by the host. Following is an address by the Mayor and representatives of the local

self-government as well as representatives of the Ministry of Culture, which marks the festival

as open. Each dance club presents its own choreography for a minimum of 3 minutes to a

maximum of 6 minutes. This is followed by the awarding of certificates to all participants and

statuettes for the clubs as well as modest gifts, where the responsible leaders of the dance

clubs are invited to take the stage to raise their certificates and statuettes. The award is made

by the host. Staying on stage, representatives of all dance clubs are photographed together. All

guests from the audience are invited to tomorrow's professional dance performance "Svi march

on dance", choreographed by Igor Kirov.

At the end of the second day of the festival, there will be a cocktail party for all participants in

order to exchange opinions, contacts for further cooperation of the clubs and to initiate new

festivals and events in the field of culture.

The third day is in the spirit of professionalism, followed by a professional music-stage dance

performance from the regional platform Balkan Dance Project with a dynamic production

"Everybody on a dance floor" choreographed by Igor Kirov. The audience is all participants in

the festival with the possibility for an external audience if the protocols allow. At the beginning of

the production, there is a presentation of the biography of Igor Kirov, a prominent world name in

the field of dance. After the performance, the choreographer Igor Kirov will address the

participants of the festival and a special award will be presented by the host. At the end of the

festival follows a mutual friendship by cutting a cake.

.
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COME AND SEE DANCE FESTIVAL IN NATURAL COLORS

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

This project will contribute to the enrichment of the tourist offer in the North-East planning

region, primarily in Kumanovo and the surrounding area. The project will also contribute to local

businesses in that the venue of the festival would mean additional activities and opportunities for

small business development due to the increased presence of the festival. The project promotes

the need to create ideas that will be related to the outside world, nature and the potentials that

nature offers. However, in addition to dance and the fact that sport is part of the global goals for

a healthy life, it can contribute to economic development by creating chains of the community

that will contribute to other benefits, and with the specific project idea development of sports

tourism. The main focus of the project idea is: nurturing, promoting and promoting artistic and

cultural values through dance and other arts through an international festival that will contribute

to the development of sports tourism in the region as a special selective type of tourism product

and international recognition. The promotional materials will be delivered to the Municipality of

Kumanovo, Nagoricane, Kratovo, Kriva Palanka and Rankovce, but also to travel agencies,

Agency for Promotion and Support of Tourism, as well as to small local businesses in these

regions such as family businesses that offer accommodation, restaurants or traditionally craft

shops that can offer a diverse range of old traditional products to potential tourists and hence to

improve their economic status. The festival will contribute to increasing the number of tourists

and achieving additional inflow for local businesses, but also the emergence of new service

providers, development of commercial and non-commercial active actors in the tourist offer.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

Within the project "Come and see - Dance Festival in natural colors" the manager of sports and

tourism aims to plan and coordinate all activities before, during and after the festival. It

determines the strategy for communication and promotion of the main activities. The manager

would create a new recognizable brand on the tourism market - a festival in the role of attracting

tourists and community benefits as a national factor in promoting the tourism potential of

Kumanovo, especially for practicing physical activity at all ages and raising cultural awareness

for monitoring and involvement directly or indirectly in cultural and sports events.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

Municipality of Kumanovo - through support from the Municipality under the existing strategy for

development of sports tourism with action plan 2015-2018 of the Agency for Promotion and

Support of Tourism of RSM local and regional policies and the Strategy for Rural Development

of LAG ABER 2015 where our association is a member. , as well as from our program for 2022;

National sports federations through the Agency for Youth and Sports (youth sector) - support

and involvement in all aspects of project planning and implementation as partners who promote

their goals and strategies; National Institution NUCC "Trajko Prokopiev" - as one of the most

attractive institutions in the city for the promotion of cultural and sports values will provide

support and partnership for the project as part of its mission and strategy within the Annual

Program for work and support of amateur forms of action in all areas of sports and culture; Local

NGOs - Partnership and support from local NGOs in the field of sports, culture and environment,

who see in the project "Come and see - Dance Festival in natural colors" realization of their

activities in the part of tourism promotion in the city.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

COME AND SEE DANCE FESTIVAL IN NATURAL COLORS

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

Planning, creating a program for organizing and holding an attractive international festival of

modern dances "Come and see - Dance Festival in natural colors" in Kumanovo.

PROCESS

Creating a new recognizable brand on the tourism market - a festival in the role of attracting

tourists and community benefits as a national factor in promoting the tourism potential of

Kumanovo, especially for practicing physical activity at all ages and raising cultural awareness

for direct monitoring and involvement or indirectly in cultural and sports events, which will

contribute to satisfying the growing need for new tourist content. The festival can be organized

in other regions of the country.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

-Successfully implemented international festival "Come and see - Dance Festival in natural

colors", with the participation of 7 dance clubs from the region and a total of 100 participants

created a media attraction and attract 1000 visitors to the event after which festivals can be

organized in other regions of the country.- - Created a new brand on the tourism market - a

festival in the role of attracting tourists and benefits for the community

- Increased number of festivals in the region which are put in function of increasing tourism

through an implemented professional campaign with the participation of several economic and

tour operators.
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THE VOICE OF THE MOUNTAIN

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

Covid-19 has caused a huge negative impact on global tourism. The Voice of the Mountain

project promotes active mountain tourism as a safe form of recreation, for the general

population, for families, individuals, mountaineers and adventurers, contributing to improved

health and well-being. This project aims to increase the visibility and knowledge of the three

Macedonian national parks as the most beautiful areas of Macedonia, parks with huge areas -

Mavrovo (73,088 hectares) - Galicica (12,500 hectares) - Pelister (22,750 hectares), creating

attractive tourist products intended for wider audience.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

The project "The voice of the mountain" will enable improvement of the attraction-motivating

factors and the tourist offer of Mavrovo, Galicica and Pelister in order to increase the tourist

influx based on the tourist arrivals. It will also contribute to improving the tourism infrastructure,

enabling longer use of digital devices and an environmentally friendly electricity supply. More

intensive cooperation is expected between a number of stakeholders and an increase in their

revenue. The project will introduce tourists, travel agencies, mountaineering companies, tourist

facilities of Mavrovo, Galicica and Pelister, with the marked 3 eco-zones in each national park (9

in total), mapping and marking of new and existing trails in the three Macedonian national parks:

Mavrovo, Galicica and Pelister. The project will contribute to the further development of tourism

in Mavrovo, Galicica and Pelister.The target group of this project are numerous domestic and

foreign tourists, visitors; mountaineers, cyclists, students from primary and secondary schools in

the country; tourist infrastructure facilities in the three Macedonian national parks, tourists /

travel agencies; mountaineering companies; tourist guides, hiking and cycling guides;

mountaineering tourist associations; as well as the existing organizations that are active in

Mavrovo, Galicica and Pelister. Initially, this project will be implemented as a pilot project

starting with only one area, which is the Mavrovo National Park, and it can then be developed

and implemented in the other two national parks. The perspective of the project is that it opens

the possibility for upgrading it by joining Shar Mountain (as a newly declared national park) to

the contents of this project.

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In "The Voice of the Mountains", the manager of outdoor sports and tourism takes on the role of 

link and communication between stakeholders - locals and tourists. The manager in this project 

will ensure that the message and the final product will reach the final target group successfully.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

For the realization of this project, in the first phase, the support is needed first from the Mavrovo

National Park, with which it is necessary to sign an agreement / memorandum of cooperation.

After receiving the support from the Mavrovo National Park, it is necessary to create a network

of people who have local businesses, youth organizations and mountaineering associations that

will work together, be part of the project and will contribute to the implementation of the project.

In the next phase, in its scalability, it is necessary to implement all these phases for the other

two National Parks, Galicica and Pelister.
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THE VOICE OF THE MOUNTAIN

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

Mapping and marking pedestrian - bicycle paths and green zones that will enrich the tourist offer

of all three national parks Mavrovo, Galicica and Pelister. Creating a website that will contribute

to the presentation and promotion of all tourist locations and will make them easily accessible to

all visitors.

PROCESS

The creation of new pedestrian-bicycle paths in the three national parks in RSM and their

marking, as well as the creation of eco-zones in the national parks new content of alternative

outdoor tourism in this part of Macedonia which will contribute to improving and enriching the

tourist offer in National parks in the country. The website is a specialized promotional channel

intended for these new contents in the National Parks in RSM.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

By creating these eco / green zones, marking the trails and creating the website, different types

of tourists will be attracted, unlike the previous mountaineering fans, now all visitors will have a

certain place that can be accessed by a wider group of people and who will cover different target

groups.
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

ACCOMODATION - EDUCATIONAL CENTER 

FOR OUTDOOR SPORTS - BLISIMSKA KLISURA

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

The project "ACCOMMODATION - EDUCATIONAL CENTER FOR OUTDOOR SPORTS -

Bislimska Klisura" aims to design, organize and create an Educational Center with additional

part for accommodation and preparation of food in the region. The main role of the Educational

Center will be to create tourism products in the region of Beslimska Klisura, education about the

attractions offered by this region and promotion of active tourism as a combination of sports-

recreational and social activities as a safe form of physical activity and socialization for the

general population: whole families, employees, planners, sports enthusiasts, adventurers,

foreign tourists and especially the young population, on the one hand equipping / renovating and

equipping an accommodation capacity with 20 beds in the area of the village Pchinja, in the

Bislim gorge. Accommodation units will be organized in an old house that will be completely

renovated for the needs of this project. In addition to the 20 beds, the project envisages the

preparation of a kitchen space that will enable the preparation of food by the visitors themselves.

The renovation will take into account the environmental and energy efficient aspects, as well as

the house to preserve its authentic appearance and spirit, which will contribute to an experience

that is in accordance with nature. All activities will be organized in Bislimska gorge, which will be

popularized and placed on the map of desired tourist destinations in the country which offers

huge potential for a wider range of sports-recreational and social activities. The Bislim gorge is a

small gorge on the river Pchinja, in the northeastern part of S. Macedonia, which is 5 km away

from the city of Kumanovo. Some sports and recreational activities are already organized in the

Bislim gorge and there is appropriate equipment for kayaking, rock climbing, active walks

exploring the natural beauty, caves, mountain biking and many others, but they are realized

spontaneously. without any form of organized presentation of the offer, information about the

region itself and the motivational-attraction factors and without a place where food can be spent

overnight. The creation of an accommodation-educational center in Bislimska Klisura will enable

the increase of the tourist offer from one, but above all the systematicity of the offer and the

existence of a place where all the planned outdoor activities can be performed in an organized

manner. Such an organized tourist offer that will provide accommodation and catering facilities

for this part of the country will contribute to the use of the opportunities offered by the Bislim

gorge for active rest.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

The project "ACCOMMODATION-EDUCATIONAL CENTER FOR SPORTS ON THE

OUTDOOR-BISLIMSKA Gorge" will improve the infrastructure and the overall development of

this tourist destination that will contribute to its popularization and localization of the local with

the popularization of tourism in this part of the country, additional opportunities will be created

for the local population and the economic activity in this region will increase, which by the way is

one of the least developed. The project creates investment opportunities for local businesses,

but also employment and earning opportunities for the local population. The target group of this

project are domestic and foreign tourists and visitors; schools, employees in companies that

would like to organize team-building activities, mountaineers, cyclists, tourists / travel agencies;

Mountaineering associations; tourist guides, hiking and cycling guides; mountaineering tourist

associations; as well as the existing organizations that are active in this region.
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ACCOMODATION - EDUCATIONAL CENTER 

FOR OUTDOOR SPORTS - BLISIMSKA KLISURA

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

As part of this project, the Outdoor Sports and Tourism Manager assumes the role of link and

communication between stakeholders - locals and tourists. The manager in this project will

ensure that the message and the final product will arrive successfully to the final target group.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

For the realization of this project, in the first phase, the support is needed first from the

municipality of Kumanovo, on whose territory there is a Bislimska gorge, with which it is

necessary to sign an agreement / memorandum of cooperation. After receiving the support from

the Municipality of Kumanovo, it is necessary to create a network of people who have local

businesses, youth organizations and mountaineering associations that will function together, will

be part of the project and will contribute to the implementation of the project. In the next phase

of this project, other stakeholders will be involved, and the experiences from the implementation

of this project will be transferred during the realization of such similar projects in other parts of

the country for the popularization of alternative tourist destinations.

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

The construction of a new ACCOMMODATION-EDUCATIONAL CENTER FOR SPORTS ON

THE OUTDOOR-BISLIMSKA Gorge ”which will enrich the tourist offer of this region,

establishing itself as a recognizable tourist brand in the Republic of Macedonia. Creating an

Educational Center and offering new content for sports and recreational activities. Development

and implementation of a PR strategy for popularization of Bislimska gorge and marketing of the

entire offer. Functional website of promotional character.

PROCESS

The creation of new tourist content along the river Pchinja, specifically in Beslimska Klisura is a

completely new form of alternative outdoor tourism in this part of Macedonia which will

contribute to improving and enriching the tourist offer of the Kumanovo region in order to attract

more tourists, who they are almost non-existent in this region of the country.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

The construction of a new ACCOMMODATION-EDUCATIONAL CENTER FOR SPORTS ON

THE OUTDOOR-BISLIMSKA Gorge ”and the creation of an Educational Center and offer of new

contents for sports and recreational activities that will attract tourists to the country. will

contribute to the revival of local crafts, supply and services.
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ACCOMODATION - EDUCATIONAL CENTER 

FOR OUTDOOR SPORTS - BLISIMSKA KLISURA

KEY-WORDS

03 active vacation

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

07 rural tourism

08 food tourism

10 slow tourism

11 bike tour/biking

13 kids&/family holiday

18 meet locals

28 leisure tourism 

33 kayaking

35 mountain sport

36 climbing

43 sport for youth

44 sport for children

50 adventure

52 hiking

53 pedestrian walk

54 nature path

64 cave exploring

65 running
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EXPERIENCES OF BUSINESS MODELS

MAVROVO 365 SPORT AND CULTURE

PROJECT WORK SUMMARY

Adventure tourism means a unique experience that includes contact with nature, travel,

excitement and stimulation as well as exploring and discovering new activities. Northern

Macedonia has a huge potential for the development of adventure tourism, due to the favorable

climate and attractive landscapes that open opportunities for the promotion of a unique

experience and acquaintance with the cultural heritage and rich history. The project "Mavrovo

365 SportKultura" envisages mapping and marking of four trails for mountain biking and hiking

in new and undiscovered areas Mavrovo, and in the area of Bistra Mountain. The trails will be

mapped to places that can be linked to the cultural and historical heritage of this region in order

to create a synergy of sports and local culture and history. Part of the trails will be connected

with the existing local facilities which will enable tasting of traditional food and accommodation.

Also, places for rest will be marked along the newly marked paths. Most of the trails are

accessible only by walking or mountain biking, which indicates the extremely favorable

attraction-motivational factors of the untouched nature of this region. The new facilities will

enable the practice of mountain biking, cycling with electric bicycles, mountaineering, SUP

boards on the lake, canoeing, paragliding as well as snowboarding and snowshoeing during the

winter. All these sports activities will be supplemented with education about the local culture and

history and the possibility for self-preparation of traditional food under the mentorship of local

experts in the process of food preparation and processing. All this will contribute to the

enrichment of the tourist offer and increase the visit to this region, especially in the spring and

summer months. It will contribute to attracting more tourists, which will have the greatest benefit

from the existing local facilities and crafts that need revitalization. The new content of pedestrian

and bicycle paths and their connection with overnight stays and places that offer food tasting will

be promoted in digital form, following the "green agenda" (without the use of paper).The platform

will contain all the necessary data on the characteristics of the trails (length, height, time

required to cross the trail on foot or by bicycle, necessary equipment, etc.) and the opportunities

offered during the trail crossing (accommodation, food, rest, etc.). ). This will enable informing a

larger group of users of the tourist offer in this region.

BUSINESS MODEL AND SCALABILITY

The project "Mavrovo 365 SportKultura" is a real novelty in the tourist offer of this region

because it offers content that, in addition to being recreational, is also educational, fun and

completely filled with gaining knowledge through quality time spent in socializing and

entertainment. It will attract more tourists, mountain lovers and cross-country cycling, culture,

tradition and good food and will contribute to further enrichment of the tourist offer of Mavrovo

and Rostuse. The sustainability of the project is in the fact that the creation of pedestrian -

bicycle paths that will connect the existing local accommodation and catering sites, will

contribute to creating new content and further increase the tourist offer along the paths and the

surrounding area by opening additional accommodation and catering facilities near the trails.
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MAVROVO 365 SPORT AND CULTURE

ROLE OF THE NEW “SPORT AND TOURISM OUTDOOR MANAGER”

In the project "Mavrovo 365- SportKultura" the role of the manager for sports and outdoor

tourism is to create a sports and cultural program as well as coordination and control of field

work, related to all sports content.

TERRITORIAL NETWORK TO SUPPORT INNOVATION

The project will create a platform for cooperation and promotion of adventure tourism in the

Mavrovo region that will unite various entities and organizations such as Sports and Climbing

Federation, ski clubs, mountaineering associations, local civil society organizations, the national

park and the municipality of Mavrovo and Rostuse.

INNOVATION FACTORS

PRODUCT

Creating pedestrian-bicycle paths that combine sports-recreational, cultural and gastronomic

contents for a unique experience. This will be the first tourist offer of its kind. Digital platform on

which the total offer of the new content will be presented.

PROCESS

The creation of new pedestrian-bicycle paths that are an artery that will connect the culture,

history and tradition in this region is a completely new offer of this kind in the country. It is a

significant contribution to alternative outdoor tourism in this part of Macedonia, which will

improve and enrich the tourist offer of Mavrovo and Rostuse, in order to attract more tourists,

especially in the spring and summer.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

This type of project will give sustainability because it can become part of the program of the

municipality and local authorities that can further develop and upgrade the content. It also has

the potential to be developed and this project has the potential to be developed in a cross-

border program that will connect sports and cultural experiences between RSM and Albania.

This type of program already exists, but with the growth of the demand for alternative tourist

offers, this type of project can be a platform for connecting and promoting the cooperation

between the two countries.
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KEY-WORDS

03 active vacation

05 outdoor vacation

06 green tourism

07 rural tourism

08 food tourism

09 e-mobility

10 slow tourism

11 bike tour/biking

14 heritage

18 meet locals

19 history and legend tourism

22 canoeing

28 leisure tourism 

35 mountain sport

43 sport for youth

44 sport for children

50 adventure

52 hiking

53 pedestrian walk

54 nature path

66 SUP board practice on water

67 paragliding

68 snowboarding

69 snowshoeing

70 winter sport



CONCLUSION

At the end of the EN ROUTE business models experience, that involved students in their

new role of project designer, community of trainers and the territorial stakeholders, it is

evident that new model of networking across sectors and among different actors is a

possible paradigm to boost innovation.

Although the heterogeneity of the actors involved was a challenge at the beginning, it turned

out to be a resource to develop proposals for territorial development. Every network, as a

new Lab of innovation, has worked both to understand how to meet the new needs of

different target of tourists, and with a view to redeveloping depressed territories or offer a

new tourist declination to traditional destinations, through new sport and tourism services

scheme.

Moreover the European dimension of exchange of experience will offer the opportunity to

have a future vision of improvement. This will be possible thanks to the factors of

replicability of the models, or some part of them, in different European areas with the same

needs and similar elements of the tourist market. Together with the will of the individuals

within different networks, Institutional support to the proposals and the involvement of the

business in tourist sector can be seen as the main elements of sustainability of these

models. The same process applied in the project presentation phase and discussion with

stakeholders by students and trainers can be followed for the future feasibility: steps by

steps and respecting the conditions and characteristics of each individual European context.



KEY-WORDS SPORT & TOURISM THEMATIC LIST [in order of appearance]

ANNEX 1

Key-word no. Key-word Project  no.

O1 sport & wellness O1 O2 O4 O5 O6 O9 10

O2 thermal tourism O1

O3 active vacation O4 O6 O7 O8 O9 10

O4 team building O4 O6

O5 outdoor vacation O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O9 10

O6 green tourism O1 O2 O3 O4 O7 O9 10

O7 rural tourism O1 O2 O3 O4 O7 O9

O8 food tourism O2 O3 O4 O5

O9 e-mobility (i.e. e-bike, e-scootering) O2 O3 O5

10 slow tourism O2 O3 O7 O8 O9

11 bike tour/biking O1 O2 O3 O5 O7

12 bike-surfing O3

13 kids&family holiday O3

14 heritage O3 O5 10

15 sport & tourism events O3 O4 O5 O7

16 wine tourism O2 O4 O5

17 river navigation O2 O5

18 meet locals O2 O5

19 history and legend tourism O2 O3 O5

20 paddle SUP practice O2

21 skake boarding O2

22 canoeing O2

23 fishing O2

24 urban sport (walk, step, skate, run) O5 10

25 summer camp O5

26 fitness activities O1 O2 O4

27 technical training tourism O6 O8

28 leisure tourism O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O8 O9 10

29 sailing O2 O6

30 trail running

31 aquatic activities O7

32 swimming O7

33 kayaking O7

34 rafting O7

35 mountain sport O7

36 climbing O8

37 disability O5 O9

38 chronic diseases O1

39 education 10

40 sightseeing 10

41 water sports O2 O7

42 hospitality business

43 sport for youth

44 sport for children

45 birdwatching

46 rowing

47 diving

48 triathlon O7

49 festival

50 adventure

51 water security

52 hiking

53 pedestrian walk

54 nature path

55 social inclusion

56 football

57 basketball

58 volleyball

59 handball

60 tournaments - games

61 dance

62 music

63 perfomance

64 cave exploring

65 running

66 SUP board practice on water 

67 paragliding

68 snowboarding

69 snowshoeing

70 winter sport

71 rollerblades practice



KEY-WORDS SPORT & TOURISM THEMATIC LIST [in order of appearance]

ANNEX 1

Key-word no. Key-word Project  no.

O1 sport & wellness 11 12 13 18

O2 thermal tourism

O3 active vacation 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

O4 team building

O5 outdoor vacation 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 21

O6 green tourism 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 21

O7 rural tourism 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

O8 food tourism 15 16 20 21

O9 e-mobility (i.e. e-bike, e-scootering) 13 15 21

10 slow tourism 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

11 bike tour/biking 15 19 20 21

12 bike-surfing

13 kids&family holiday 18 19 20

14 heritage 13 21

15 sport & tourism events 14 18

16 wine tourism

17 river navigation 12

18 meet locals 16 20 21

19 history and legend tourism 21

20 paddle SUP practice

21 skake boarding

22 canoeing 21

23 fishing 12

24 urban sport (walk, step, skate, run) 13

25 summer camp 12

26 fitness activities 13

27 technical training tourism

28 leisure tourism 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

29 sailing 14

30 trail running

31 aquatic activities 11 12 14

32 swimming 12 14

33 kayaking 14 20

34 rafting

35 mountain sport 15 16 19 20 21

36 climbing 20

37 disability 12

38 chronic diseases

39 education 17 18

40 sightseeing 12 13 14 15 16

41 water sports 11 14

42 hospitality business 11

43 sport for youth 12 13 14 15 16 18 19 20 21

44 sport for children 12 15 18 19 20 21

45 birdwatching 12

46 rowing 14

47 diving 14

48 triathlon 14

49 festival 14 18

50 adventure 14 15 16 19 20 21

51 water security 14

52 hiking 15 16 19 20 21

53 pedestrian walk 15 16 19 20 21

54 nature path 15 16 19 20 21

55 social inclusion 16

56 football 17

57 basketball 17

58 volleyball 17

59 handball 17

60 tournaments - games 17

61 dance 18

62 music 18

63 perfomance 18

64 cave exploring 20

65 running 20

66 SUP board practice on water 21

67 paragliding 21

68 snowboarding 21

69 snowshoeing 21

70 winter sport 21

71 rollerblades practice 13



KEY-WORDS SPORT & TOURISM THEMATIC LIST [in alphabetical order] 

ANNEX 1

Key-word no. Key-word Project  no.

O3 active vacation O4 O6 O7 O8 O9 10

50 adventure

31 aquatic activities O7

57 basketball

11 bike tour/biking O1 O2 O3 O5 O7

12 bike-surfing O3

45 birdwatching

22 canoeing O2

64 cave exploring

38 chronic diseases O1

36 climbing O8

61 dance

37 disability O5 O9

47 diving

39 education 10

O9 e-mobility (i.e. e-bike, e-scootering) O2 O3 O5

49 festival

23 fishing O2

26 fitness activities O1 O2 O4

O8 food tourism O2 O3 O4 O5

56 football

O6 green tourism O1 O2 O3 O4 O7 O9 10

59 handball

14 heritage O3 O5 10

52 hiking

19 history and legend tourism O2 O3 O5

42 hospitality business

33 kayaking O7

13 kids&family holiday O3

28 leisure tourism O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O8 O9 10

18 meet locals O2 O5

35 mountain sport O7

62 music

54 nature path

O5 outdoor vacation O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O9 10

20 paddle SUP practice O2

67 paragliding

53 pedestrian walk

63 perfomance

34 rafting O7

17 river navigation O2 O5

71 rollerblades practice

46 rowing

65 running

O7 rural tourism O1 O2 O3 O4 O7 O9

29 sailing O2 O6

40 sightseeing 10

21 skake boarding O2

10 slow tourism O2 O3 O7 O8 O9

68 snowboarding

69 snowshoeing

55 social inclusion

15 sport & tourism events O3 O4 O5 O7

O1 sport & wellness O1 O2 O4 O5 O6 O9 10

44 sport for children

43 sport for youth

25 summer camp O5

66 SUP board practice on water 

32 swimming O7

O4 team building O4 O6

27 technical training tourism O6 O8

O2 thermal tourism O1

60 tournaments - games

30 trail running

48 triathlon O7

24 urban sport (walk, step, skate, run) O5 10

58 volleyball

51 water security

41 water sports O2 O7

16 wine tourism O2 O4 O5

70 winter sport



KEY-WORDS SPORT & TOURISM THEMATIC LIST [in alphabetical order] 

ANNEX 1

Key-word no. Key-word Project  no.

O3 active vacation 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

50 adventure 14 15 16 19 20 21

31 aquatic activities 11 12 14

57 basketball 17

11 bike tour/biking 15 19 20 21

12 bike-surfing

45 birdwatching 12

22 canoeing 21

64 cave exploring 20

38 chronic diseases

36 climbing 20

61 dance 18

37 disability 12

47 diving 14

39 education 17 18

O9 e-mobility (i.e. e-bike, e-scootering) 13 15 21

49 festival 14 18

23 fishing 12

26 fitness activities 13

O8 food tourism 15 16 20 21

56 football 17

O6 green tourism 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 21

59 handball 17

14 heritage 13 21

52 hiking 15 16 19 20 21

19 history and legend tourism 21

42 hospitality business 11

33 kayaking 14 20

13 kids&family holiday 18 19 20

28 leisure tourism 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

18 meet locals 16 20 21

35 mountain sport 15 16 19 20 21

62 music 18

54 nature path 15 16 19 20 21

O5 outdoor vacation 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 21

20 paddle SUP practice

67 paragliding 21

53 pedestrian walk 15 16 19 20 21

63 perfomance 18

34 rafting

17 river navigation 12

71 rollerblades practice 13

46 rowing 14

65 running 20

O7 rural tourism 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

29 sailing 14

40 sightseeing 12 13 14 15 16

21 skake boarding

10 slow tourism 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

68 snowboarding 21

69 snowshoeing 21

55 social inclusion 16

15 sport & tourism events 14 18

O1 sport & wellness 11 12 13 18

44 sport for children 12 15 18 19 20 21

43 sport for youth 12 13 14 15 16 18 19 20 21

25 summer camp 12

66 SUP board practice on water 21

32 swimming 12 14

O4 team building

27 technical training tourism

O2 thermal tourism

60 tournaments - games 17

30 trail running

48 triathlon 14

24 urban sport (walk, step, skate, run) 13

58 volleyball 17

51 water security 14

41 water sports 11 14

16 wine tourism

70 winter sport 21



KEY-WORDS SPORT & TOURISM THEMATIC LIST [in alphabetical order] 

ANNEX 1

Key-word no. Key-word Project  no.

O3 active vacation O4 O6 O7 O8 O9 10

50 adventure

31 aquatic activities O7

57 basketball

11 bike tour/biking O1 O2 O3 O5 O7

12 bike-surfing O3

45 birdwatching

22 canoeing O2

64 cave exploring

38 chronic diseases O1

36 climbing O8

61 dance

37 disability O5 O9

47 diving

39 education 10

O9 e-mobility (i.e. e-bike, e-scootering) O2 O3 O5

49 festival

23 fishing O2

26 fitness activities O1 O2 O4

O8 food tourism O2 O3 O4 O5

56 football

O6 green tourism O1 O2 O3 O4 O7 O9 10

59 handball

14 heritage O3 O5 10

52 hiking

19 history and legend tourism O2 O3 O5

42 hospitality business

33 kayaking O7

13 kids&family holiday O3

28 leisure tourism O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O8 O9 10

18 meet locals O2 O5

35 mountain sport O7

62 music

54 nature path

O5 outdoor vacation O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O9 10

20 paddle SUP practice O2

67 paragliding

53 pedestrian walk

63 perfomance

34 rafting O7

17 river navigation O2 O5

71 rollerblades practice

46 rowing

65 running

O7 rural tourism O1 O2 O3 O4 O7 O9

29 sailing O2 O6

40 sightseeing 10

21 skake boarding O2

10 slow tourism O2 O3 O7 O8 O9

68 snowboarding

69 snowshoeing

55 social inclusion

15 sport & tourism events O3 O4 O5 O7

O1 sport & wellness O1 O2 O4 O5 O6 O9 10

44 sport for children

43 sport for youth

25 summer camp O5

66 SUP board practice on water 

32 swimming O7

O4 team building O4 O6

27 technical training tourism O6 O8

O2 thermal tourism O1

60 tournaments - games

30 trail running

48 triathlon O7

24 urban sport (walk, step, skate, run) O5 10

58 volleyball

51 water security

41 water sports O2 O7

16 wine tourism O2 O4 O5

70 winter sport



SYNOPTIC TABLE 

BASED ON COUNTRIES 

AND RELATED SPORT ACTIVITIES

ANNEX 2



ITALY

PROJECT 

SPORT

01

Virgilio

02

Rur-activity

03

The Castles

route

04

Lorenzon 

ProNet

05

Padua

Urbs

Ludica

BIKING (cycling)

DANCE

WALKING

TREKKING

RUNNING

SAILING

SWIMMING



SPAIN

PROJECT

SPORT | ACTIVITY

06 

Sailing 

Technification

Centre

USERS OF 

TECHNIFICATION 

CENTERES

06 

Sailing 

Technification

Centre

EXTERNAL SPORTS 

PROFESIONALS

06 

Sailing 

Technification

Centre

OTHER INDIVIDUALS AND 

AMATEUR ATHLETES

ACCOMODATION

SAILING TRAINING

SPORTS 

CONCENTRATIONS

GROUP DINAMICS

SPORTS WEEKEND 

ACTIVITIES

VACATIONAL SPORTS 

ACTIVITIES



SPAIN

PROJECT

ACTIVITY

07

Avensport

Triathlon in the 

mountain

FAMILIAR PACK

07

Avensport

Triathlon in the 

mountain

ADVENTUROUS PACK

(2 persons)

07

Avensport

Triathlon in the 

mountain

COUPLE PACK

07

Avensport

Triathlon in 

the mountain

TOURIST PACK

ACCOMODATION 3 nights hotel 3* 2 nights in a rural 

hotel

2 nights in a rural 

hotel

ARTS AND SCIENCE 

MUSEUM

NATURE ACTIVITIES

RURAL MUSEUMS

RESTAURANTS



The NETHERLANDS

PROJECT 

SPORT

08

Flash 

Climbing

09 

Uniek Gezond

10 

Urban Sport

11 

Sun Set 

Beach 

Project

BIKING ■

DANCING ■

NORDIC WALKING

RUNNING

SAILING/ SURFING/ ETC ■

SWIMMING ■

CLIMBING ■ ■

DIVING/ SNORKELING/ 

SEA SPORT



ROMANIA

PROJECT 

SPORT

12

The floating raft
Fluvial tourism

13

Life on rollerblades!
Active tourism in urban spaces

SAILING

FISHING

SWIMMING

BIRDWATCHING

ROLLERBLADES

PRACTICE



NORTH MACEDONIA 

PROJECT 

SPORT

14

Prespa blu
A unique water 

sports festival

15

Hike it. Bike 

it. Apple Eat.

16

Walk and talk, 

to the top

17

Sports 

camp 

Ljubanista

SAILING

KAYAKING

ROWING

DIVING

TRIATHLON

SWIMMING

BIKING (CYCLING)

HIKING

WALKING

FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

VOLLEYBALL

HANDBALL



NORTH MACEDONIA 

PROJECT 

SPORT

18

Come and 

see 
Dance festival in 

natural colors

19

The voice of 

the mountain

20
Accomodation -

educational center 

for outdoor sports -

Bblisimska

Klisura

21

Mavrovo

365 sport 

and culture

CANOEING

KAYAKING

SUP BOARD 

PRACTICE

PARAGLIDING

SNOWBOARDING

SNOWSHOEING

BIKING (CYCLING)

HIKING

WALKING

FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

VOLLEYBALL

HANDBALL

DANCE

CLIMBING

CAVE EXPLORING

RUNNING



LISTS OF PROJECTS

ANNEX 3

01 VIRGILIO

02 RUR-ACTIVITY

03 THE CASTLES ROUTE

04 LORENZON PRONET

05 PADUA URBS LUDICA SILENT URBAN SPORT EXPERIENCES

06 SAILING TECHNIFICATION CENTRE

07 AVENSPORT - TRIATHLON IN THE MOUNTAIN

08 FLASH CLIMBING START UP

09 UNIEK GEZOND START UP

10 URBAN SPORT START UP

11 SUN SET BEACH PROJECT 

12 THE FLOATING RAFT FLUVIAL TOURISM

13 LIFE ON ROLLERBLADES! ACTIVE TOURISM IN URBAN SPACES

14 PRESPA BLU A UNIQUE WATER SPORTS FESTIVAL

15 HIKE IT. BIKE IT. APPLE EAT.

16 WALK AND TALK, TO THE TOP

17 SPORTS CAMP LJUBANISTA

18 COME AND SEE DANCE FESTIVAL IN NATURAL COLORS

19 THE VOICE OF THE MOUNTAIN

20 ACCOMODATION - EDUCATIONAL CENTER 

FOR OUTDOOR SPORTS - BLISIMSKA KLISURA

21 MAVROVO 365 SPORT AND CULTURE

ROMANIA

NORTH 

MACEDONIA

SPAIN

ITALY

The NETHERLANDS


